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This book presents the author's thesis that processed foods and drugs approved by the FDA can be

harmful to consumers' health. It offers advice on the use of alternative therapies and natural cures

to treat and prevent illnesses and disabilities.
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Kevin Trudeau is fast becoming the nationÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s foremost consumer advocate and exposer of

corporate and government corruption. Ã‚Â Claiming to be a secret covert operative for almost

twenty years, Kevin knows from personal experience how big business and government try to

debunk individuals who promote products that could hurt the profits of giant multinational

corporations. Ã‚Â Trudeau spends most of his time spearheading www.naturalcures.com, the

website that promotes education about natural healing therapies; and www.thewhistleblower.com,

the website that exposes corporate and government abuse and corruption. Ã‚Â He is actively

pursuing lawsuits against the individuals, corporations and government agencies that take

advantage of the average consumer. Ã‚Â He is also dedicated to the formation of various

foundations to pursue these goals, and intends to donate much of his fortune for that purpose.

--This text refers to the Audible Audio Edition edition.

very good



If I were to take a guess as to how Kevin Trudeau wrote this book, I'd say he simply went talking to

as many experts in alternative medicine as possible, aggregated the best parts into a book, and

then wrapped them all in conspiracy and health claims...but...In light of the fact that I read this book

over 10 years ago, I really have to be fair to Kevin Trudeau and recognize that a lot of what's in this

book (and certainly not all of it) has been recognized as being accurate and was surprisingly way

ahead of the curve. BUT READER UNDERSTAND, his claims are wild and the simple explanation

of this is that it sells like mad if you blow up small conspiracies into huge conspiracies and then use

them to fuel sales.Now, for example, it's true that natural means have been known to help people

recover from cancer (a personal friend of mine recovered from cancer with Gerson therapy), but

everyone's circumstances are different and natural cures can fail just like everything else can,

especially if you're in the late stages of a disease.What redeemed this book for me personally is that

it actually opened me up to the idea that cancer (and other diseases) could be cured with alternative

means. I've been trained to think that cancer is incurable and that radiation and chemotherapy are

our only options. A close friend of mine died of cancer after 13 years. Her husband later told me that

The American Cancer Society was a thriving business and that it smelled like corruption. I'd have to

agree. When you actually know people who've recovered from cancer without radiation and chemo,

you become more skeptical that.Last bit here: To me, the most tangible evidence for good health

practices comes from various traditional communities ( they are often isolated from modern society).

There are communities that maintain an extremely low percentage of disease and dental decay and

their way of life can be studied. Don't study what you're guessing will work to sustain health, but

rather study what has already worked. The research of Dr. Weston A. Price is a good place to start.

When I first read this book I was blind! About what we really consume and use. Now am a smart

shopper(when possible,times are hard) this book really opened my eyes to the true consumers must

know

Great read

This book is full of fantastic information!! This book changed my life!! I dropped 50lbs in 3 months

after following several of Kevin's recommendations. In my opinion this book is MUST HAVE in every

home!! You will not regret it, I promise!!!



Good compilations of infirmation. Nevertheless, too much conspuracy theories. Modern medicine

achievements are there for everyone to see.if alternatives are needed, they are well presented in

the book.

interesting information, but the author is trying to sell himself as a super hero who wants nothing in

return, except that you can't get anything off his web site without spending money to enroll. People

who have limited incomes might as well forget all about getting healthier, this book is for people with

money. So not only are you being hurt by the pharmacutical companies, but also by the "person"

who is trying to save you. I read the book and received some useful info. I wouldn't recommend

people spending their money unless they have more to spend.

The title is misleading because he never mentions any natural cures. I was waiting all throughout

the book to get natural cures only to feel tricked at the end. That was when I lost faith in Kevin

Trudeau's work.
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